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Hypersonicflight is expected to be achieved in the coming years byuse of supersonic combustion ramjet.One of the

main issues is the thermal management of the overall vehicle and more specifically the cooling of the engine. To

simulate the behavior of an actively cooled supersonic combustion ramjet by use of supercritical endothermic fuel, a

one-dimensional transient numerical model has been developed with heat and mass transfer, fluid mechanics and

detailed pyrolysis chemistry. A supplementary step by step validation of the model is presented in this paper thanks

to numerical and experimental comparison test cases. Fluid temperature profiles are in good agreement for steady-

state calculations despite unconsidered 2-D effects due to momentum and thermal boundary layers. Heat fluxes

conservation is verified. Thermal and hydraulic transient behavior are close to those of validation data. The present

numericalmodeling is quantitatively validated under steady state and transient conditions.Good agreement is found

with experimental results on a chemical aspect. The model is suitable for conducting parametric studies on fuel

pyrolysis in supercritical states and to use it for engineering applications as a predimensioning tool.

Nomenclature

A = surface
Cf = friction coefficient
c = sound velocity
cp = heat capacity
DH = hydraulic diameter
e = wall thickness
ee = length between two pin fins
F = view factor
Gr = Grashof number
H = total enthalpy
h = convective heat transfer coefficient
hcan = height of the channel
hi;0 = static enthalpy at 298 K of i species
jq = conduction flux density
_m = mass flow rate
Nu = Nusselt number
P = pressure
p = perimeter

R = perfect gases constant
Re = Reynolds number
r = gases constant
S = cross section
T = temperature
�T = average temperature
t = time
V = velocity
Vol = volume
wi = net production rate of species i
x = abscissa along the channel
Y = mass fractions
Z = compressibility factor
Zc = critical compressibility factor
� = thermal expansion coefficient
�c = thermal compressibility coefficient
" = emissivity
� = wall permeability
� = thermal conductivity
� = dynamic viscosity
� = density
� = Stefan–Boltzmann constant
� = friction constraint
� = convective heat flux
! = Pitzer acentric factor

Subscripts

CC = combustion chamber
cw = cold face (of the porous wall)
ef = external face (of the external wall)
ew = external wall
ext = external environment
f = fluid
fm = film
hw = hot face (of the porous wall)
i = species
if = internal face (of the external wall)
pw = porous wall
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s = static
y = orthogonal direction to x abscissa
0 = standard conditions at 298 K

Superscripts

(0) = first tabled value
(1) = second tabled value
+ = reduced coordinates (i.e., divided by the critical

value)

I. Introduction

H YPERSONIC flight [1,2] is expected to be achieved with dual-
mode ramjet, that is, ramjet under Mach 6 and supersonic

combustion ramjet (scramjet) [3,4] beyond, because of its high
specific impulse and its capability to be reusable [5,6]. The latter
point is especially interesting for space transportation. Because the
total temperature of external air reaches temperatures as high as
4950K, for example, atMach 12, even compositematerials could not
withstand such a large heat load. Thus, an active cooling system has
to be used but not a dedicated one so as not to increase the vehicle
weight. Furthermore [7], the time allocated to mix the injected fuel
with incoming air, to ignite the combustion, and to complete it before
the chamber outlet is about 10�3 s. These two points lead us to use the
fuel to cool down the engine’s wall and then to burn it in the
combustion chamber (CC). This solution is called regenerative
cooling. Different cooling strategies have been evaluated by the
MBDA-France company and its partners with calculations [8] and
material tests [9–11]. The present work falls within the framework of
the COMPARER project (a French acronym for control andmeasure
of parameters in a reacting stream).

The principle of scramjet technology, its advantages, and the
interest to use hydrocarbon fuel to cool down the engine have been
fully studied in the literature [12–15]. Compared to cryogenic
hydrogen, heavy hydrocarbon fuels are safer and much simpler to
use, their costs are lower, and they conduct to smaller vehicles
because their density is higher than that of cryogenic fuels. For the
cooling strategy adopted here [16], liquidn-dodecane is injected near
the outlet of the CC in a composite channel [10] which surrounds the
engine. It flows to the injection in counterflow to the burned gases.
When heated above 800 K, the fuel is pyrolyzed and thanks to its
endothermic behavior, it ensures the regenerative active cooling of
the hot CC walls. This pyrolysis produces lighter hydrocarbon
species, such as hydrogen,methane, and ethylene, which are easier to
ignite. This allows for responding to rapid phenomena inside the CC.
It is important to note that the expected high pressure in the cooling
loop (>3 MPa) causes the fluid to become supercritical in the
channel, which leads to some difficulties such as fluid property
evaluation and flow rate measurement.

The injected mass flow rate is expected to be slightly lower than
the one pumped from the tank because of film cooling through
porous walls and of carbon deposits due to coke formation at
temperatures higher than 900 K. This last phenomenon will also
change the carbon/hydrogen ratio of the fuel in the channel. This
point needs to be studied because it influences the combustion and
the thrust. To have an idea of coking activity during pyrolysis, a
typical stainless steal reactor, used on the experimental test bench
presented in this paper, is completely jammed by coke after 5 h at
1000Kwith 0:05 g � s�1. It has an internal diameter of 4:5 � 10�3 m.

The control of fuel pyrolysis and its combustion is required to
manage the thrust and to predict heat fluxes. Controlling the engine
may not be trivial because to increase the thrust, it would be obvious
to increase the fuel mass flow rate. But for the same heat flux applied
to the cooling channel, this would imply a lower pyrolysis, which
corresponds to a less energetic injected fuel composition. Thus, the
thrust would be lower and scramjet could even be finally shut down.
A strong relationship is identified between cooling and propulsion. A
dedicated numerical tool is necessary to study this point and to
understand interactions between phenomena related to the
regenerative active cooling.

A review of scramjet activities has been done to determine if some
of them are related to the identified need. The fields of research on
scramjet technology are numerous. Experimental studies are
necessary to prove and to test the feasibility of this propulsion engine
but the facilities requirements for ground or in-flight tests are very
heavy [17,18]. Scramjet tests are particularly difficult due to imposed
security and consequent costs. Therefore, modeling is a more
feasible method for conducting engineering studies and for
furthering research related to this topic even if experiments still
improve knowledge and furnish validation data for numerical studies
[19].

Numerical activities mainly focus on complex phenomena
involved in the CC [20] or in the nozzle [19]. Combustion is of great
interest because of supersonic flow and its impact on turbulence,
chemical reactions, flame stability, heat transfer, and engine thrust.
The active cooling of the engine and that of the overall vehicle have
been well studied [21,22] and the effect of film cooling on the thrust
has been investigated [23]. The modeling of thermal exchange
between the overall vehicle and the outer air of the environment has
been treated [24]. Whereas the main available studies about scramjet
are focused on specific points, only a few studies [25,26] are
dedicated to the whole cooled propulsion system. Unfortunately, a
simple 0-D approach is used. As the pyrolysis and combustion
chemistry is never treated, coupled phenomena are not considered
and the relationship between fuel composition and scramjet thrust
cannot be taken into account. The need of a specific tool considering
the overall vehicle, its cooling as its thrust, is thus evident to study the
entire coupled phenomena involving the scramjet cooled
technology. This tool should not be only a research tool with a
high level of computation cost but it should be suitable for daily use
by engineers.

If computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is becoming a powerful
simulation tool [27], adapted to all fields of scramjet [28] research,
this kind of simulation has some major drawbacks. CFD has been
successfully applied to the CC [29–31], but combustion chemistry of
the reacting flow is not often taken into account. For some 2-D
calculations, that is only conductedwith a few species and a tenth of a
combustion reaction. Reduced chemical mechanisms are often used.
For example, Mitani and Kouchi [32] present their steady-state
model running on a parallelized cluster of 64 processors (8 GFlops/
CPU). One calculation needs more than 600 h and it considers 17
reactions and nine species. This highlights the fact that CFD cannot
be suitable for complete transient simulation with chemistry effects,
particularly as an engineering tool on a single computer.

Very accurate values inside the system are not needed for the
COMPARERproject. For example, a fluid temperature profile inside
the 3-DCC and fluid velocity in the boundary layer along the cooling
channel are not of great interest. The purpose of the developedmodel
is not to fully and very accurately follow phenomena involved in the
engine cooling. The aim is mainly to understand the relationships
between phenomena. This code should be suitable for testing a
cooling strategy which depends on various parameters such as
engine thrust and hot wall temperature. The accuracy aimed in the
modeling is to determine temperatures to a tenth of a degree and the
chemical composition at a mole fraction of about 1%.

The proposed modeling is called RESPIRE (a French acronym for
scramjet cooling with endothermic fuel, transient reactor
programming). It uses a full n-dodecane pyrolysis mechanism
(1185 reactions and 153 species, designed by the French laboratory
DCPR) [33]. This model is the minimum one which is able to
successfully predict the thermal decomposition. Most of the radical
species, which have minimal concentrations in the mixture, play a
determining role in the production and consumption of all other
species. Mixtures have never been found to be at a thermodynamic
state because of high heat flux and low residence times. Furthermore,
all species must be considered in order to predict their combustion.
Chemical composition cannot be given by data tables depending on
fluid temperature or pressure. Because the pyrolysis depends on the
entire working conditions, its computation needs to be done with a
detailed chemistry mechanism in relationship to thermal and
hydraulic calculations. Notably, Ward et al. [34] are working on
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pyrolysis in a chemical reactor under a supercritical state, but they
only consider a reducedmechanismwhich does not lend itself well to
studying either the cooling management or the relationship between
composition and combustion of the fuel.

Calculations of fluid properties in the RESPIRE code have been
presented and validated in previous work for viscosity and thermal
conductivity [35], in addition to heat capacity and density [36]. If the
properties of purefluid are considered and not that of pyrolyzed fluid,
fluid temperatures at the cooling channel outlet are about 20%higher.
This is due to the heat capacity which varies until a factor 2. This
results in a completely different fluid composition and combustion,
which justifies its consideration. Transient conduction through
channel walls has been investigated [37] using steady state and
transient heat flux conditions. Less than a 2% variation on wall
temperature, compared to analytical data, has been found with
steady-state heatflux. The transient heatflux shows a slight time shift
of wall temperature, probably because of the use of average wall
temperature to determine the face temperatures. The method used to
compute the chemical fluid composition has been validated [36,37].
Compared to an experimental test with NORPAR-12 fuel, the n-
dodecane pyrolysis gives relatively good agreement, typically a 3%
variation in terms of mole fraction. Further validations of fluid
temperature have been briefly presented in [37].

The purpose of this paper is first to give formulation of heat and
mass transfer in a heated channel fueled with reacting endothermic
fuel flow, potentially in a supercritical state. Secondly, the in-depth
validation proposed here provides thermal and hydraulic data
compared to numerical results obtained with the commercial
software CFD-ACE. This one has been validated and tested in [38],
and good agreement was found.Moreover, differences are identified
and explained. This comparison has the main advantage of
determining how each phenomenon related to the cooling channel is
taken into account. Programming bugs are easier to find.
Experimental data are too difficult to obtain for hydraulic and fluid
heating validations as time-dependent flow velocity and temperature
are not measurable inside the channel. To validate the chemical part
of the RESPIRE code, experimental data coming from the
COMPARER test bench are suitable because this one allows for
obtaining pyrolyzed fluid samples to be obtained under various
controlled conditions.

II. Governing Equations of the Full Transient Model

The main equations resolved by RESPIRE are presented in the
following section. This code is based on knowledge acquired by
MBDA-France, validated and used by steady-state FORTRAN
codes (for example, theNANCYNETIKmodeling [35]). The present
code, programmed under MATLAB, integrates some parts with a
transient and a more detailed approach.

A. Geometry of the Cooling Channel and Modeling Assumptions

Ascramjet engine is consideredwith a rectangular section (Fig. 1).
The cooling channel is detailed in Fig. 2. Each wall, the external one
and the porous one linked together by numerous pin fins, is in contact
with a different environment, such as outside the vessel and inside the
combustion chamber. Because RESPIRE is a 1-D code, all variables
are constant on a cross section of the fluid or of thematerial. The fluid

is considered to be homogeneous on each slice along the flow, and it
is treated as an average single phase flow but possibly multispecies.

Equations are written in a transient state and the resolving method
is a finite differences one. Partial derivative equations are discretized
in space with a centered explicit scheme and then solved in time with
an explicit scheme. The spatial step is of the order of 5 � 10�3 m, and
the time step is chosen on behalf of the flow velocity expected in the
channel so as to keep a particle inside a given spatial step between
two time steps.

When use of the model is made for calculating the full engine, a
flight configuration is chosen, especially the altitude, the flight
velocity, and the vehicle’s position. All geometrical data, such as the
flow cross section, the length, and the width are defined. Initial
conditions, those of a steady-state case, are given. Boundary
conditions are just the flight conditions, like the environment,
because all needed variables are calculated inside the vehicle and
engine. The cooling channel may be considered alone, that is,
without considering combustion phenomena and vehicle flight
conditions. This allows for calculating only fuel pyrolysis and heat/
mass transfers involved in the channel. Thus, additional boundary
conditions, such as heat flux, have to be provided.

B. Heat Transfer in External and Porous Walls

This section presents the equations for face and wall temperatures
when the external environmental conditions are given. Because of
the Biot number lower than 0.1, the thermal gradients in walls are

supposed to be linear. An average temperature �Tw is computed in the
wall, considering radiative, convective, and conductive heat fluxes.
The two faces temperature of each wall are then deduced. For
example, Eqs. (1a) and (1b) allow one to determine, respectively, Tef

and Tif for the external wall [ �Tew � �Tef � Tif�=2]. The same kind of
expressions [39] are used to compute temperatures in porous walls

[and Tcw with �Tpw � �Thw � Tcw�=2] but in this case, radiative heat
transfers between walls are not considered inside the combustion
chamber because of its squared geometry. Each wall receives as
much energy as it emits. Because of low discrepancies betweenwalls
and gas temperatures, the radiative transfer from the gas to the walls
is linearized and it is integrated in the convection coefficient to
compute the hot wall temperature Thw. To write Eqs. (1a) and (1b),
convection with the cooling fluid at the surface of the walls is
considered to be equal to conduction into these walls.
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Fig. 1 Generic representation of a cooled scramjet engine.
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hf�if is considered at the following film temperature: Tfm � �Tf �
Tif�=2 and is given by h� �Nu � �fm�=DH with DH�
�2 � ee � hcan�=�ee� hcan�, where turbulent semi-empirical for-
mulas are used for Reynolds number (Colebrook formula [40] with
pin fins), Prandtl number, and Nusselt number (Colburn correlation
with tube in quincunx [40]).

C. Equations for Fluid Flow Inside the Cooling Channel

In this section, Vf is determined by the momentum equation
[Eq. (2)] andHf by the energy equation [Eq. (3)]. In Eq. (3), the term
@��fVf�=@t can be written as �f@Vf=@t� Vf@�f=@t. Consequently
[39], a continuity equation is used to write

@��fVf�

@t
� �f

@Vf

@t
� Vf

@�f

@t
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@Vf

@t
� Vf

�
@��fVf�

@x

�

The fluid is considered to exchange with walls by convection only.
Equations (2) and (3) are given without the effusion term through the
porous wall because no validation has presently been conducted on
this point. An equation of state (P=�� ZrT) is used to determine
density (�f) considering the compressibility factor Z� Z��0� �

!Z��1� with !� �0:2901 � Zc�=0:0879 the Pitzer acentric factor.
The Lee–Kesler tables [41] are needed for Z��0�, Z��1� and to correct
the heat capacity on behalf of temperature and pressure. This
approach is adapted to the pressure range and allows for representing
the supercritical part of thefluidflow inside the channel. The pressure
of the fluid is determined by use of a bulk modulus [42,43] ��
@P=�@�=�� with �� �c2. Buoyancy is not taken into account if the
Grashof number divided by the squared Reynolds number is lower
than unity (Gr=Re2 � 1). For a typical liquid fluid flow (under
600 K) inside the cooling channel, Gr=Re2 > 1.
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The thermal expansion coefficient is given by �c � 1=� �

@�=@TjP [44,45] and Darcy’s law ( _mw � � � �P
ew

� Aw �
�fy
�fy

) is

needed to take into account the loss of mass flow rate through a
porous wall of the combustion chamber (when applicable).

D. Chemistry of Pyrolysis and Transport Equation of Compounds

The transport equation [Eq. (4)] is solved for chemical species
inside the cooling channel:

@��fYi�

@t
�

@��fVfYi�

@x
� �fwi �

1

hcan

�fyVfyYi (4)

The mass fractions of compounds are calculated thanks to this
species balance. Fluid is treated as a single phase flow in a cross
section of the channel. The main phase is chosen depending on the
physical state of each component [46]. The net production rates (wi)
of species i are determined using a complete validated pyrolysis
mechanism for n-dodecane (1185 reactions and 153 species,
designed by the French laboratory DCPR) [33] solvedwith a toolbox
for MATLAB named CANTERA [47], which is similar to the code
CHEMKIN-II written in FORTRAN language. This accounts for

temperature and pressure dependence of pyrolysis. Then, it can
influence temperature fluid because of endothermic effects.

E. Physical Properties of Fluid

Details of the following section can be found in [46]. Dynamic
viscosity and thermal conductivity are computed using Guo et al.’s
method [48], which takes into account the fluid composition and the
supercritical fluid specificity linked to the pressure and the
temperature. The method uses the Peng–Robinson equation of state
and results in solving a polynomial equation of third degree in
viscosity or conductivity. CHEMKIN polynomials are used to
calculate the heat capacity of each species. These are then corrected
with a supplementary term [Eq. (5)] which is determined thanks to
the Lee–Kesler tables [41]. An additional correction is brought at the
liquid-vapor transition by the mixture enthalpy divided by the
transition temperature [46]. Computation of density has been
explained in Sec. II.C:
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�
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�0�
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�
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III. Validation Test Cases

Multiple validations have already been conducted with various
experimental, analytical, and numerical data [46]. Two of the most
recent validation cases are presented here: on a numerical point of
view with the commercial CFD-ACE software and on an
experimental point of view with the COMPARER test bench.
Velocities of fluid flow inside the cooling channel are expected to be
subsonic (a few tens of m � s�1). Because of the low mass flow rate
available on the COMPARER test bench, velocities for the present
validation cases are less than 1 m � s�1.

A. Numerical Data

Because no cooled engine exists presently and because no adapted
software is suitable for such validations, RESPIRE is only used with
the cooling channel, not with the complete vehicle. Three test cases
are presented, two in steady state and one transient. The geometric
configuration (Fig. 3) under study is a two-dimensional channel
(L� 1 m; e1 � e2 � e3 � 3 � 10�3 m) composed of two parallel
walls. The mass flow rates used for each test case are reported in
Table 1. In order to have simple test caseswith discrepancies easier to
analyze, fluid properties are fixed and given in Table 2 as the ones for
solid walls. Pyrolysis chemistry is not taken into account. A space
step for CFD-ACE of 5 � 10�3 m in the fluid direction is chosen; the
one in the orthogonal way is 10�4 m.

B. Experimental Data

A dedicated test bench for the COMPARER project (Fig. 4) has
been designed for the n-dodecane pyrolysis under supercritical
conditions (1900 K, 8 MPa). A schematic representation of the

e3

e1
e2

l
L

Fig. 3 Schematic test case of fluid flow between two parallel walls.

Table 1 Summarized data of numerical validation test cases

Steady-state cases Transient case

Case 1 Case 2

Mass flow rate, g � s�1 0.1 0.05 0.1 then 0.05
Inlet fluid temperature, K 600 600 600
Inlet fluid pressure, MPa 3.5 3.5 3.5
Isothermal wall temperature, K 1400 1400 1400
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overall experimentation is proposed (Fig. 5). The fuel,n-dodecane, is
pumped out of the tank and injected at controlled pressure and mass
flow rate into a continuous chemical reactor placed into the furnace.
Depending on the fixed furnace temperature, pyrolysis products,
which are received at ambient conditions inside the liquid/gas
splitter, are separated and gas phase species are analyzed by a gas
chromatograph (GC). Experimental data, mainly subcritical vapor,
have been obtained for code validation at different stable points in
pressure and temperature for a given mass flow rate (Table 3). The
given molar fractions in the gas phase are the ones of calibrated
species. Their accuracies are estimated at 0.1% in mole fraction. The
other species are mainly butane and butene. The maximum furnace
temperature is approximately the maximum one for fluid because of
high residence times evaluated from 30 to 80 s depending on the
conditions. Themass gasification rate, in percent, is themass of gas at
the channel outlet under ambient conditions divided by the mass of
injected fuel into the channel during the test.

IV. Results and Discussion

A. Steady-State Validation Cases

Strong heterogeneities of fluid flow and thus heat transfer are
shown in Figs. 6–8 by 2-D calculations (CFD-ACE). Because of the
one-dimensional approach of RESPIRE, results need to be well
understood.

Into the present channel, a mass flow rate of 0:1 g � s�1 or 0:05 g �
s�1 corresponds to a fluid velocity of 8:772 � 10�3 m � s�1,
respectively, 4:386 � 10�3 m � s�1. Residence times are about 114
and 228 s for these two cases. The Reynolds number depends on the
semi-empirical correlations used. Indeed, RESPIRE uses the
Colebrook formula with pin fins because the overall model has been
designed for the vehicle in which the cooling channel integrates such

geometry, as shown in Fig. 2. Because CFD-ACE uses a semi-
infinite 2-D channel, its hydraulic diameter is

DH �
4�l � e2�

	2�l� e2�

�����������!
l!1

2e2 � 6 � 10�3 m

whereas RESPIRE has one of DH � 4:36 � 10�3 m for the pin fins
geometry. For CFD-ACE this gives a Reynolds number of 234
against 170 for RESPIRE. Both models present a Reynolds number
divided by a factor 2 for the second steady-state case, respectively,
117 and 85. The pressure losses are less than 15 Pa. In the one-
dimensional approach, a convective coefficient is considered
between the fluid and the wall but it is not possible for CFD-ACE
because it takes the boundary layer into account. To compare such a
coefficient, the heat flux density between solid and fluid for CFD-
ACE has been divided by the difference of the wall temperature and
the fluid temperature at the center. Figure 6 illustrates the first steady-

Fig. 4 Experimental COMPARER bench for the test of measuring

methods on pyrolyzed hydrocarbon.

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the COMPARER bench for

supercritical endothermic fuel pyrolysis.
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Fig. 7 Temperature of the wall in contact with fluid for the first steady-

state case.

Table 3 Experimental data of gas analysis: mole fraction (%)

measured at the reactor outlet

Case 1 Case 2

Maximum furnace temperature, K 1040 1100
Chemical reactor pressure, Mpa 1.2 1.0
Fuel mass flow rate, g � s�1 0.1 0.05
Molar fractions sum 79.5 72.1
Conversion rate 60% 75%
Mass gasification rate 17% 100%
H2 1.4 <0:01
CH4 15.4 19.3
C2H2 <0:01 <0:01
C2H4 26.8 25.4
C2H6 15.4 11.3
C3H6 14.8 14.2
C3H8 5.7 1.9
Noncalibrated data 20.5 27.9

Table 2 Fixed fluid and solid properties for validation test cases

� cp � �
W �m�1 � K�1 J � kg�1 � K�1 kg �m�3 Pa � s

Solid 30 1500 2000 ——

Fluid 0.0879 3342 475 106:8 � 10�6
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state case of the limitation of a 1-D model because it could not take
into account a varying flow along the channel with some fixed
parameters. The fluid flows from 0 to 1m and from the left side to the
right one. As density and mass flow rate are fixed, RESPIRE has a
constant convective coefficient contrary to a 2-D approach. The one
of CFD-ACE is varying depending on the momentum and thermal
boundary layers. The influence of the hydraulic diameter, calculated
with pin fins or for channel correlation, and the one of convective
coefficient, which is constant or not along the channel, are clearly
shown on the wall temperature (Fig. 7). It explains the discrepancies
of temperature between the two compared models: less than 2% for
wall temperatures and up to 15% for fluid temperature (Fig. 8). The
high differences in fluid temperature are due to the 1-D approach,
which considers an average fluid temperature for each position along
the channel, whereas CFD-ACE takes a temperature profile into
account at each x-axis position. The RESPIRE fluid temperature is
composed between the one at the center of the channel for CFD-ACE
and the one near the wall. The influence of the boundary layer at the
channel inlet is important until its setting-up along the channel. This
is the main limitation of the 1-D approach. Nevertheless, both codes
give exactly the same value at the channel outlet (discrepancy lower
than 0.05 K), and this shows the good agreement of RESPIRE for a
long flow with an established boundary layer.

Another important point to study is the heat flux exchanged
between the wall of the channel and the fluid. To heat the fluid from
600 to 1400 K, the necessary heat flux is�� _mCp�T � 267:36 W

for the 0:1 g � s�1 test case and 133.68 W for the other steady-state
case. It is possible to compute the convective heat flux from the walls
to the fluid: ��x� � hcw�f�x�Acw;step	Tcw�x� � Tf�x�
 where Acw;step

is the convective surface of the coldwall for one space step. Then, the
total heat flux is the sum of fluxes on each cell and it is determined as

��
Xcell

i�1

�i �
Xcell

i�1

��xi� ���xi ��x�

2

If CFD-ACE gives a heat flux of 133.8 W for the second test case,
RESPIRE gives a heat flux of 146W for a space step of 5 � 10�2 m.
This value decreases to 142W for 10�2 m and to 136W for 10�3 m.
This trend is just the result of the space stepwhen calculating the heat
flux because the higher the space step, the less suitable is the average
between two points of calculations. This point is only due to data
posttreatment because values of fluid temperature are almost exactly
the same, independently of space step (Fig. 9). The residual
differences for 10�3 m (136 W versus 133.68 W) are due to
approximated temperature (one significant number) values used to
compute this heatflux. In conclusion, as the space step does not affect
the pyrolysis results, it does not necessarily need to be reduced to a
lowest value, except if a great accuracy for the heat flux is wanted.

B. Transient Validation Case

The present case starts from the first steady-state case conditions:
after stabilization, it changes suddenly to the second test mass flow
rate and it computes until the equilibrium is reached. As the two
preceding cases, the full case is laminar. The suddenflow rate change
is assumed to not create turbulence. Because of long residence times,
a time of 300 s is chosen before and after the flow rate change to be
sure to obtain steady-state conditions. As equilibrium states of the
transient case are exactly equal to the steady-state ones, values are not
presented here. Figure 10 compares the RESPIRE a) data to those of
CFD-ACE b). The fluid temperature of CFD-ACE data is the one at
the center of the channel for each abscissa. Qualitative time
evolutions are in good agreement and quantitative discrepancies at
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steady-state conditions have already been explained. Temperature
evolutions are composed between steady-state values, which was
predictable. The time evolution for RESPIRE looks more linear than
CFD-ACE because of the convective coefficient which is fixed for a
given fluid velocity; whereas for CFD-ACE, this coefficient varies
along the channel. This gives a different fluid temperature evolution
depending on the position into the channel. Discrepancies between
the two codes are plotted for the five values of time (Fig. 11). This
shows that numerical data are in really good agreement at the channel
outlet where momentum and thermal boundary layers are
established.

The evolution of velocity is of great interest. Because the fluid is
treated as incompressible, the density is constant, the sudden change
in flow rate has for a consequence to divide by a factor 2 the velocity,

instantaneously along the channel. This is given by writing the
derivative of fluid mass in the whole channel (no accumulation term
in incompressible flow):

dm

dt
�

d��Vol�

dt
� _minlet � _moutlet (6)

where “Vol” is the volume of the channel. As the channel is not
deformable,

d��Vol�

dt
� 0

Eq. (6) is rewritten as

_m inlet � _moutlet � �SVjinlet � �SVjoutlet � �S�Vinlet � Voutlet�

Consequently, the velocity at the entrance and at the exit of the
channel is equal at each time step. This result is perfectly shown in
Fig. 12.

C. Chemical Validation with Experimental Cases

RESPIRE has been used to compute some experimental test cases
run on the COMPARER test bench. The simple geometry of the
bench allows easy numerical simulations. Inlet fluid temperature/
pressure/flow rate and external wall surface temperatures are used as
boundary conditions. Because only calibrated gas phase species at
ambient conditions are studied and quantified, only seven species are
conserved after finished calculations. Their molar fractions sum is
made equal to the one of the experimentally quantified species.
Results are presented by Fig. 13a for case 1 and Fig. 13b for case 2.
Discrepancies are mainly due to the geometric configuration as pin
fins are used in RESPIRE whereas a cylinder tube is experimentally
used. Furthermore, the external wall temperature profile is supposed
to be equal to the furnace temperature profile measured during the
test but this implies a relative error. No other data such as outlet fluid
temperature or velocity are available to compare RESPIRE to
COMPARER data.

V. Conclusions

For the COMPARER project, a one-dimensional transient model
has been programmed to simulate the scramjet active cooling and to
determine the mixture composition at the cooling channel outlet. A
complete detailed mechanism with 1185 reactions and 153 species
has been used. Equations have been presented in this work and the
main possible validations at this time, depending on the available
data, have been conducted for most of the different identified parts.
RESPIRE is quantitatively validated considering the one-
dimensional modeling as differences to the 2-D model are
understood. CFD-ACE uncertainties are supposed to be lower than
1 deg whereas the ones of RESPIRE are considered to be lower than
10 deg. Although RESPIRE presents an accuracy lower than
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commercial CFD software, it is satisfactory for engineering
applications. Thermal and hydraulic time evolutions are reasonable
and quantitative results are adequate for a 1-D model, used as a
predimensioning tool. The stability of RESPIRE and its sensitivity to
spatial step is ensured, as is the convergence reliability. Through all
the calculated cases, its adaptability to various configurations has
been proved. The low computation cost of RESPIRE makes it
suitable for engineering needs. It needs one night of calculations for
simulating 1 min with the overall vehicle of 1 m long with
appropriate spatial and time steps. Identified limits of the code are
due to its one-dimensional structure. For example, for laminar flows
presenting 2-D hydraulic and thermal effects, temperature
discrepancies as high as 30% may arise. This has been partially
corrected by the use of natural convection inside the reactor, but this
alone is not sufficient. The code is preferably designed for high
Reynolds number flowswith an established boundary layer, which is
expected in typical scramjet cooling channels. Nevertheless, to our
knowledge, this is the first transient coupled model for such a
geometric configuration, which considers thermal andmass transfers
and chemical reactions under liquid, gas, and supercritical
conditions.

This new validation completes the whole set of steady state and
transient validations on the cooling channel in the main related field
(fluid mechanics, heat transfer in solid and fluid, chemical reactions,
supercritical state, and fluid properties). The validation of RESPIRE
should continue on phenomena through the porous wall. This model
should help to build a cooling strategy after a complete validation of
the combustion chamber and a propulsion assessment. We hope to
use RESPIRE as a predicting and controlling tool for scramjet
cooling management. In this regard, it could test measuring methods
on the hydrocarbon fuel such as giving infrared spectroscopic data
during calculations. The dedicated experimental test bench can
provide further validation data on chemical aspects and on the
dynamic response of inlet time variations. Furthermore, an
experimental combustion study is expected to be conducted in 2007
on premixed and diffusion flames for the pyrolyzed fluid. These data
should bring additional validation cases. At this time, we are
currently conducting a parametric study on coking since our
experiments result in an elevated rate of coke deposition, which
decreases the abilities of the bench.
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